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Abstract
In this paper we revisit the λ-calculus with patterns, originating from the practice of functional programming language design.
We treat this feature in a framework ranging from pure λ-calculus to orthogonal combinatory reduction systems.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we revisit the λ-calculus with patterns, originating from the practice of functional programming
language design and treated in Peyton-Jones’s book [1]. In the survey paper Klop [2] the calculus was presented and
briefly discussed, as follows:
“... the design of functional programming languages poses many stimulating questions to the study of TRSs.
E.g. Peyton-Jones [1] introduces λ-calculus with patterns, with (instead of the usual β-reduction of the ordinary
λ-calculus) the reduction rule (λP.M)N → Mσ , if σ = mgu(P, N ) exists.1 Here P is a linear term built from
‘constructors’ and free variables (a ‘pattern’). Without the linearity condition, i.e. if P may contain repeated
variables, the system is not Church–Rosser. [...] An interesting calculus, without referring to constructors, and
in the syntax of pure λ-calculus, arises if P above is taken to be a linear λ-calculus term in normal form. How
much of the well-known theory of the λ-calculus can be generalized to this extension?”
∗ Corresponding author at: Vrije Universiteit, Department of Theoretical Computer Science, De Boelelaan 1081a, 1081 HV Amsterdam, The
Netherlands.
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1 Actually this rendering of the pattern reduction rule was not the intended one. It should be as in Definition 2.
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Fig. 1. Overview. λ: λ-calculus, λC : λ-calculus with constructor patterns, λP: λ-calculus with pure patterns, λC + OTRS: λC extended with
orthogonal rewriting, λP + OTRS: λP extended with orthogonal rewriting, λRPC : λ-calculus with pure patterns with rigid pattern condition,
OCRS: orthogonal higher-order rewriting, WOCRS: weakly orthogonal higher-order rewriting.
Van Oostrom [3] gave an initial answer to this question with a demonstration that confluence did hold, as well as
some basic theorems such as Finite Developments, provided the patterns satisfy a certain constraint called the RPC,
the ‘rigid pattern condition’. His technical report remained unpublished. Recent work by Barthe, Cirstea, Kirchner,
and Liquori [4–6], Kahl [7], Jay and Kesner [8], Honsell, Lenisa and Liquori [9], and others has shown the relevance
of this calculus by extending it with several features and linking it with applications in modern functional languages
and logical frameworks.
In the present paper we resume the question from Klop [2], and discuss some further fundamental issues known
from λ-calculus such as the existence of good (i.e. normalizing or cofinal) reduction strategies for this calculus etc.
Since the λ-calculus with patterns, λP , is a conservative extension of the λ-calculus by Church–Rosser, functions can
be defined in it as before. However, λP can be considered as a ‘speed-up’.
Outline Our exposition will be structured conforming to the diagram of extensions of λ-calculus in Fig. 1, placing
the notion of pattern in a global perspective. In the diagram the following systems are displayed. Roughly the direction
from bottom to top is that of more specific to more general. The upward lines do not all have the same semantics, but
their precise nature will be detailed below. In the figure, CRSs refer to higher-order rewriting systems in general and
Combinatory Reduction Systems [10] in particular, see also [11, Ch. 11].
2. λ-calculus with constructors and β-pattern reduction
In this section we will introduce λ-calculus with constructors as a basic pattern-matching λ-calculus. In the next
section we will see how the constructors can be taken as λ-terms themselves, but we find it helpful to consider first
the easier situation of explicitly given constructors, cf. Bertolissi and Kirchner [12] and Cirstea [4].
So our initial framework arises by starting with the signature of λ-calculus, and extending it with some constructors
each with its own arity. For definiteness one may take the constant 0, the unary symbol S, or the constant NIL and the
binary symbol CONS, of which one may think as the natural number 0, successor, the empty list, and constructing a
list, respectively. The point of being a constructor is that there are no reduction rules defining them, they are rigid and
immutable. Patterns, ranged over by P , are constructed from these constructors and the variables.
Definition 1. A pattern is a first-order term built from constructors and variables. A pattern is linear if no variable
occurs twice in it, and non-linear otherwise.
Informally speaking about the β-reduction rule (λx .M(x))N → M(N ), we sometimes use the metaphor of eating:
λx .M(x) eats its argument N , and it is willing to eat any argument that it is offered. In the β-pattern reduction this
is no longer so. Then the ‘rator’ of the redex is more picky: it only is willing to eat arguments that are dished up
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Fig. 2. β-pattern step.
in a prescribed way, that is conforming to a pattern. In the act of eating, the pattern is discarded from the food (the
argument), and the juicy bits that are filled in in the pattern, are passed to the body M of the redex. This leads us to
the following definition of the λ-calculus with constructor patterns λC .
Definition 2. 1. The β-pattern reduction rule is defined as follows
(λP.M)Pσ → Mσ
where σ is a substitution operating on the variables of the pattern P .
2. One-step β-pattern reduction→βp and β-pattern reduction→ βp are generated in the usual way by the reduction
rule.
Occasionally we will drop the subscript from →βp and → βp. In the definition, M ranges over λC-terms which
are λ-terms extended with constructors and pattern-abstraction. More precisely, apart from variables and application,
C(M1, . . . ,Mn) is a term for each n-ary constructor C and terms M1, . . . ,Mn , and λP.M is a term for each pattern
P and term M . For instance, λx .x and (λCONS(x, y).x)NIL are λC-terms, but λ(xy).x is not, since the term xy
abstracted from is not a pattern; it is not a first-order term but an application.
An equivalent phrasing of the β-pattern reduction rule is:
(λP.M)N → Mσ
where σ is a substitution that matches the pattern P with N , i.e. such that Pσ = N . Note that if such a matching
substitution exists, then it is unique. In the case where a matching substitution does not exist, then there simply is
no reduction step in this situation (for now, see below for an extension). In Fig. 2 a β-pattern step is schematically
depicted.
A third rendering of the definition is by analogy to the informal notation of the β-rule λx .M(x) → M(N ).
Presuming that the free variables of P are among the x1, . . . , xn , we write P(x1, . . . , xk) for P , and P(N1, . . . , Nk)
for Pσ where σ(xi ) ≡ Ni , 1 ≤ i ≤ k. In this notation the effect of the substitution becomes more visible. The pattern
rule then becomes:
(λP(x1, . . . , xk).M(x1, . . . , xk))P(N1, . . . , Nk)→ M(N1, . . . , Nk)
This rendering actually anticipates our treatment below of the pattern calculus via CRSs.
Note that up to this point, we can admit any pattern.
Example 1. The normal β-rule of the λ-calculus is the special case of the β-pattern rule, where the pattern consists
just of the variable x . We give the β-rule in the three renderings of the β-pattern rule just described.
(λx .M)xσ → Mσ
(λx .M)N → M[x/N ]
(λx .M(x))N → M(N )
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Example 2. Consider in addition to the λ-calculus the constructors 0 (zero) and S (successor) which are constant and
unary respectively. We can now define in a succinct way the predecessor by pred ≡ λS(x).x . So we indeed have the
reduction pred(S(S(S(0)))) ≡ (λS(x).x)S(S(S(0))) → S(S(0)) computing the predecessor of the numeral 3 as 2
and in general pred(S(x))→ x .
Example 3. Consider the λ-calculus extended with the constant NIL (empty list) and the binary constructor CONS
(list construction). The head and tail functions, decomposing a list into its first element and its remainder, are given by
HEAD ≡ λCONS(x, y).x
TAIL ≡ λCONS(x, y).y
Note that the new pattern reduction indeed speeds up reductions in ordinary λ-calculus: Now we have on the one hand
in the pattern calculus
(λCONS(x, y).x)CONS(A, B)→ A
and on the other hand in ordinary λ-calculus with the usual definition of the CONS operator as λz.zxy and the head
function as λa.aK with K ≡ λxy.x ,
(λa.a(λxy.x))λz.zAB →→→→→ A
And there will be a bigger speed-up as patterns are bigger.
Whereas pattern matching has to be explicitly ‘encoded’ in the ordinary λ-calculus, it is made implicit in λC yielding
a more natural way to express operations on data types. This feature it shares with term rewriting systems (see e.g.
Terese [11]), but compared to the latter λC allows for defining anonymous functions on data types. For instance,
defining the head function in term rewriting requires the introduction both of a name for it in the signature, a unary
function symbol HEAD, and of a defining rule, HEAD(CONS(A, B))→ A.
We continue by investigating some meta-theoretical properties of λC .
2.1. Confluence vs. linearity of patterns
We establish that we need patterns to be linear, if we are interested in confluent reductions.
Theorem 1 (Failure of Confluence for Non-Linear Patterns). For non-linear patterns, β-pattern reduction is not
necessarily confluent.
Proof. Let us work in the setting with as constructors a binary P , for pairing, and the constant E . We will use as the




This TRS is non-overlapping but not confluent, since we have
A → C(A) → D(A,C(A)) → D(C(A),C(A) → E
↓
C(A)→ C(C(A))→ C(D(A,C(A)))→ C(D(C(A),C(A)))→ C(E)
Now the terms E and C(E) have no common reduct (see below). Yet both can be reached by reductions from A. To
see how this can be mimicked in the λC-calculus, we first ‘abstract’ from the arguments of the defined functions in
the above rules (from (x, x) for D, and from (x) for C) yielding the following informal specifications:
D ≡ λ(x, x).E
C ≡ λx .D(x,C(x))
A ≡ C(A)
2 The example is derived from the one in Klop’s original note [13].
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Using P to express pairing, D may now be defined as D ≡ λP(x, x).E . Indeed,
DP(M,M) ≡ (λP(x, x).E)P(M,M)→ E
Moreover, both C and A are recursively specified, which suggests to define them by means of Turing’s fixed point
combinator YT ≡ (λab.b(aab))(λab.b(aab)) as in the λ-calculus resulting in the following definitions (cf. van
Oostrom [3, Example 5.20]):
D ≡ λP(x, x).E
C ≡ YT λcx .DP(x, cx)
A ≡ YTC
and reductions
A→ CA → DP(A,CA) → DP(CA,CA) → E
↓↓
CA→ C(CA)→ C(DP(A,CA))→ C(DP(CA,CA))→ CE
As before E and CE have no common reduct, yet both can be reached from A. Here we will convey the essence of the
proof that E and CE have no common reduct, notation ¬(E ↓ CE), by the following circular sequence of assertions:
E ↓ CE ⇐
CE → E ⇐
DP(E,CE)→ E ⇐
E ↓ CE
Here the reverse implications A ⇐ B have to be read as: the only way to prove A is via B. So the circle in this
sequence of only-if implications means, intuitively, that the search for proofs of is fruitless since we are stuck in a
loop.
The only difficult step in the sequence is the second one expressing that the only way to prove CE → E is via
DP(E,CE) → E . For the TRS above the corresponding statement is trivial since the only step from C(E) leads
directly to D(E,C(E)), but in the setting of the λ-calculus this requires quite some work analogous to the treatment
in Klop [10, Theorem III.1.2.8,p. 204]. There a standardization theorem was proved first, entailing that any reduction
CE → E factorises as CE → DP(E,CE)→ E , from which the result follows.
In Section 5 we will come back to the issue of standard reductions for λ-calculus with constructors and β-pattern
reduction. 
The counterexample in the proof was transposed in [14] to the setting of ρ-calculus, where it served the analogous
purpose of demonstrating that non-left-linear rules may destroy confluence.
Remark 1. Some problematic aspects of non-linear patterns were already discussed in Peyton Jones [1, Section 4.2.7].
Non-confluence was not mentioned there. In fact, in the programming language considered in Peyton Jones [1] some
further features are included that we will not include in our present study. One such feature is that reduction rules have
a priority, read from top to bottom, as in the standard example (Peyton Jones [1, p. 57]):
factorial(0) = 1
factorial(n) = n ∗ factorial(n − 1).
The feature of reduction rules with priority was extensively analysed in Baeten, Bergstra, Klop, Weijland [15] and
found to be a complicated and highly problematic notion for a satisfactory theoretical treatment. This is in concordance
withWadler’s observation that such definitions are not uniform in the sense that changing the order of the rules changes
their semantics, and that it is problematic to compile non-uniform rules [1, Chapter 5] (cf. Remark 2 below). One can
imagine that with such problematic features the non-linearity of patterns causes additional problems.
Restricting attention to linear patterns yields a well-behaved calculus:
Theorem 2 (Confluence for Linear Patterns). For linear patterns, β-pattern reduction is confluent.
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Proof. The theorem can be be proved by any of the classical confluence methods. More particularly, it is covered by
the results on the Rewriting Calculus in Cirstea [4]. An alternative proof, by applying general results for higher-order
rewriting in the format of CRSs, has recently been given by Bertolissi and Kirchner [12]. 
Originally, Church and Rosser proved confluence of the ordinary λ-calculus in order to establish its consistency. By
confluence, consistency also holds for λC : any pair of distinct normal forms is non-convertible.
As was observed in Example 1 the pure λ-calculus λ is a subsystem of the (linear) pattern calculus λC as is
easily seen by taking the trivial pattern P ≡ x . Observing that new pattern abstractions cannot be introduced in the
course of a reduction, confluence of the ordinary λ-calculus is thus seen to be a consequence of confluence of λC . It
would be interesting to investigate whether other well-known results for the λ-calculus, such as the standardization
and normalization theorems generalize to λC . We will provide a general proof strategy and some initial answers in
Section 4.
2.2. Non-definability of non-determinism
One could try to base the proof of failure of confluence for non-linear patterns (Theorem 1) alternatively on Huet’s








However, one could not define this binary E in the present calculus. For each of the two rules for E one can define
a term with the same effect, but not a term implementing both rules for E together. This is a consequence of the
fact that β-pattern reduction, even if non-linear patterns are admitted, has the unique normal form property, meaning
that distinct normal forms cannot be convertible, disallowing the above conversion between true and false. The proof
presented here of this fact proceeds, as suggested in van Oostrom [3, p. 30], by employing de Vrijer’s ‘conditional
linearization’ [16,17].
Theorem 3 (Unique Normal Forms). β-pattern reduction has the unique normal form property.
Proof. Since CR implies UN (Terese [11, Theorem 1.1.13(v)]), Theorem 2 entails that only βp-conversions involving
non-linear patterns might be problematic. To prove rigorously that in fact they are not, requires quite some work,
analogous to the treatment in Klop [10, Theorem III.3.7.2, p. 231], where a confluence theorem for rewrite systems
which remain orthogonal after ‘conditional linearization’ was proved first. In Section 4 we will come back to the
unique normal form property for such so-called strongly non-overlapping systems.
Here, we convey the essence of the proof that convertible normal forms N1 and N2 cannot be distinct, by the
following recursive sequence of implications:
N1 =βp N2 ⇒
N∗1 =βp∗ N∗2 ⇒
N∗1 ↓βp∗ N∗2 ⇒
N∗i →βp∗ ⇒
N ′1 =βp N ′2 N ′1,N ′2 proper subterms of Ni
We present the reasoning employed to justify each implication in the particular case P(x, x) is the only non-linear
pattern-abstraction in the conversion.
For the first implication, mark in the →βp-conversion each occurrence of P by ∗ and replace each application
of the rule (λP(x, x).M(x))P(N , N ) → M(N ) by an application of its marked version obtained by ‘conditional
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linearization’
(λP∗(x, y).M(x))P∗(Q, R)→ M(Q) if |Q| =βp |R|
where | | is the forgetful map unmarking each P . This yields a →βp∗-conversion between N∗1 and N∗2 . The
linearization yields an orthogonal system: left-linearity holds per construction and the rules (still) are non-overlapping.
Hence →βp∗ is confluent and N∗1 and N∗2 are →βp∗-joinable. Since N1 and N2 were assumed →βp-normal forms,
N∗1 and N∗2 are →β -normal forms and joinability implies at least one of them contains a →βp∗-redex, so contains→βp-convertible proper subterms, which must be distinct by the assumption that the term is in→βp-normal form.
Starting with a hypothetical counterexample the recursive sequence of implications would give rise to an infinite
sequence of ever smaller counterexamples. 
By the theorem only deterministic programs can be defined in λC . However, intuitively it is not just the non-
determinism of E in Huet’s TRS which makes it not definable in λC , but also the fact that E is defined by cases;
its reduction behaviour is defined by the two reduction rules
E(x, x)→ true
E(x, S(x))→ false
and which one to apply is decided ‘at run-time’. Next, we will consider adjoining such a feature to λC .
2.3. Building in multiple patterns
A term of the form (λP(x1, . . . , xk).M(x1, . . . , xn))N in λC is only a redex if N is of the form P(N1, . . . , Nk).
Operationally we can think that the term ‘waits’ until reductions inside N will have transformed it into an instance
of the pattern P , and that until that moment the redex remains blocked. However, we would also like to be able to
express the negative observation that N will never reach the form P(N1, . . . , Nk), by any reduction. Or, in a more
positive vein, that N is already an instance of another pattern P ′(N ′1, . . . , N ′k′). The rigidity of patterns then ensures
that N cannot ever evolve to an instance of pattern P . Extending the β-pattern rule of Definition 1 accordingly, leads
us to the following definition.
Definition 3. The β-multiple-pattern reduction rule is defined by
(λP1.M1 | . . . | Pk .Mk)Pσi → Mσi
where σ is a substitution and 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Example 4. Testing whether a list is empty or not can be represented by
EMPTY ≡ λNIL.true | CONS(x, y).false
Indeed, we have the β-multiple-pattern step
EMPTYCONS(A, B) ≡ (λNIL.true | CONS(x, y).false)CONS(A, B)→ false
since the argument matches with the second abstraction-pattern.
Example 5. Huet’s non-left-linear TRS above can be cast in the format of multiple patterns:
∞ ≡ YT λi.S(i)
E ≡ λP(x, x).true | P(x, S(x)).false
which has the intended behaviour as one easily checks.
As this second example shows, the β-multiple-pattern rule need neither be Church–Rosser nor have unique normal
forms in the case where patterns are non-linear. However, now linearity of patterns on its own is no longer sufficient
to guarantee confluence as shown by the following example.
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Example 6. Non-deterministic choice can be defined by
? ≡ (λ0.M | 0.N )0.
Then ? reduces to both M and N by β-multiple-pattern reduction. Choosing M and N to be distinct normal forms
yields non-confluence.
The problem in the example is the argument may be an instance of more than one pattern in the body. Forbidding this
as well suffices to regain confluence.
Theorem 4. For linear and pairwise non-unifiable patterns, β-multiple-pattern reduction is confluent.
Proof. By orthogonality, see Theorem 9 below. 
2.4. Adjoining an ERROR rule
Peyton Jones [1] does not take multiple patterns as primitive, but employs a decomposition due to Turner [18] into
more primitive operations. The idea is (see [1, p. 61]) to take a matchability test (which may FAIL) as primitive3, and
combine this with a case-ladder construct (using a binary 8) to implement the β-multiple-pattern rule. Finally, if all
matches fail ERROR is returned. For instance, the test (whether a list is empty or not) of Example 4 is represented by
EMPTY ≡ λn.( (λNIL.true)n8 (λCONS(x, y).false)n8ERROR)
so that we have, using an informal notion of reduction:
EMPTYCONS(A,B)
≡ (λn.((λNIL.true)n 8 (λCONS(x, y).false)n 8 ERROR))CONS(A, B)
→β (λNIL.true)CONS(A, B) 8 (λCONS(x, y).false)CONS(A, B) 8 ERROR
→FAIL FAIL 8 (λCONS(x, y).false)CONS(A, B) 8 ERROR
→8 (λCONS(x, y).false)CONS(A, B) 8 ERROR
→MATCH false 8 ERROR
→8 false
In the final step the remaining cases (here just ERROR) are discarded, since the previous match forCONS succeeded.
We will not delve into the subtleties of the implementation of multiple patterns, nor into the distinction between sum-
and product-constructor patterns but refer the reader to Peyton Jones [1, Section 4.3] instead. Here we only note that
an ERROR-rule can be adjoined without harm.
Theorem 5. Reduction is confluent, if β-multiple-pattern reduction is extended with the rule
(λP1.M1 | . . . | Pk .Mk)Qσ → ERROR
where P1, . . . , Pk, Q are linear and pairwise non-unifiable patterns,
Proof. Linearity and non-unifiability together guarantee orthogonality, except for that the ERROR-rule overlaps with
itself. Luckily only in a trivial way. For instance, (λ0.M)S(0) reduces to ERROR both because 0 does not unify with
S(x) but also because it does not unify with S(0). Since regardless of the reason why unifiability fails the result will
be ERROR, the system is weakly orthogonal ([11, Definition 11.6.17(ii)]) hence confluent by Theorem 9. 
Example 7. We have for example (λP(x, 0).x)S(0)→ ERROR but
(λP(x, 0).x)P(S(0), (λx .x)0)→ (λP(x, 0).x)P(S(0), 0)→ S(0).
Note that in the first step of the second reduction we do not reduce to ERROR; the argument (λx .x)0 is not yet a
constructor, it must be reduced further first.
3 We note in passing that several other pattern calculi also involve error constructs. Compare for example the use of stuck in papers on the
rewrite calculus, e.g. Cirstea, Liquori, and Wack [19].
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Remark 2. The negative condition on the ERROR-rule, that P1, . . . , Pk not be unifiable with Q, can in the setting of
a signature with a finite number of constructor symbols also be rendered in a positive way, using case distinction. E.g.,
in the above example non-unifiability of a pattern with P(x, 0) amounts to matching with one of the four “wrong”
patterns 0, S(x), P(x, S(y)), P(x, P(y, z)), for a signature consisting of 0, S and P .
A similar observation applies to the rules for factorial which were given in Remark 1. Using priorities to
disambiguate
factorial(0) = 1
factorial(n) = n ∗ factorial(n − 1)
as done there, the test in the second amounts to ‘match the argument with n, if it does not match with 0’. Since patterns
satisfying this negative condition do match S(n),4 the rule can be replaced by
factorial(S(n)) = S(n) ∗ factorial(S(n)− 1).
Both examples rely on a ‘complement’ construction allowing the patterns, not unifiable with a given finite set of
patterns, to be expressed by another such set.
Remark 3. Linearity of Q in the ERROR-rule is once again needed to guarantee confluence. Otherwise, one could
define the test for syntactic equality D used in Theorem 1 to show non-confluence in the presence of non-linear
patterns:
D ≡ λxy.(λP(C1,C2).C3)P(x, y)
where C1,C2,C3 are constants. In particular,
D M M →→ (λP(C1,C2).C3)P(M,M)→ ERROR
as P(M,M) is an instance of P(x, x) which is not unifiable with P(C1,C2).
3. Pure λ-calculus with β-pattern reduction
In this section we revert to the pure λ-calculus. That is, we avoid the introduction of constructors to build patterns
as in the previous section, instead using the λ-calculus itself to build them. Thus a term of the pure λ-calculus with
patterns λP is either a variable or an application or a pattern-abstraction λP.M , where both P and M are arbitrary
λP-terms. Anything goes: each of λx .x , λ(λz.zxy).y, λ(λx .xx)(λx .xx).z, (xy), or even λ(λ(λx .x).(λy.z)).x is a
pattern. As reduction rule, we keep the β-pattern reduction rule of λC .5
Remark 4. The λP-calculus was originally developed under the name ΛΛ by van Oostrom in [3]. This section builds
upon the results obtained there, which will be discussed shortly. That anything can be a pattern was also the starting
point of the closely related (see Section 4) pattern calculi developed recently by Jay and Kesner [8,20].
Example 8. In λP we have the following steps:
(λ(λz.zxy).x)λz.zMN →βp M
(λ(λz.zxy).y)λz.zMN →βp N .
Introducing the abbreviations
CONS(M, N ) ≡ λz.zMN
HEAD(M) ≡ (λ(λz.zxy).x)M
TAIL(M) ≡ (λ(λz.zxy).y)M
the steps are seen to faithfully encode Example 3 of the λC-calculus.
4 For this to hold, the n in the second rule needs to range over an appropriately defined inductive type of natural numbers, absent from the
present set-up.
5 Note that this means that the type of matching we use remains straightforward (unitary) syntactic matching: finding a substitution σ that
matches the pattern P with the argument N , i.e. such that Pσ = N . Here α-equivalence is taken into account and variable clashes should be
avoided, but no further equations are used.
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Other examples showing how to represent constructor patterns of λC in λP can be found in van Oostrom [3]. Bo¨hm
and Berarducci have studied the general question how to represent data structures in the λ-calculus. In particular, from
their work on representing first-order terms it follows that any pattern can be represented in a way analogous to this
example. We will come back to embedding λC into λP shortly.
Much more can be done in λP than in λC . In fact too much, due to the fact that unlike constructor patterns, patterns
need not be rigid and immutable.
Example 9. Consider the λP-term E ≡ λ(xy).x , which ‘extracts’ the first component of an application term. If
we have such a term we have inconsistency. Namely, defining K ≡ λxy.x and I = λx .x as usual, we have
E(I (Kx)) → I , but, since I (Kx) → Kx , also E(I (Kx)) → E(Kx) → K , yielding a conversion between I
and K . From this one easily derives that all terms are convertible, cf. [3, Example 3.6(2)].
From the example it is clear that allowing any term to be a pattern is overly general, as it leads to inconsistency. So
what is the difference between the consistent λC-calculus and the inconsistent λP-calculus?
3.1. The rigid pattern condition
Patterns in λC being constructed from rigid and immutable constructors entails their stability in the sense that in
any reduction starting from an instance Pσ of a pattern P , all redexes ‘occur’ in the substitution σ . Stated negatively,
no part of P is ever overlapped by a redex. Indeed, stability allows one to discriminate between the ‘wanted’ pattern
λz.zxy of Example 8 and the ‘unwanted’ pattern (xy) of Example 9: the former is stable, but the latter is not since it
overlaps the redex contracted in the step I (Kx)→ Kx ; the application symbol is shared.
In van Oostrom [3] the stability requirement was defined operationally as follows, and dubbed the rigid pattern
condition.
Definition 4. A set of patterns satisfies the rigid pattern condition (RPC), if for any pattern P(x1, . . . , xn) in it and
for any substitution of terms N1, . . . , Nn for the free variables x1, . . . , xn of P we have:
P(N1, . . . , Nn) ◦−→ P ′ ⇒ P ′ ≡ P(N ′1, . . . , N ′n) ∧ Ni ◦−→ N ′i (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
Here ◦−→ denotes the multi-step relation, which allows us to contract an arbitrary set of pairwise non-overlapping
redexes simultaneously. For instance, I (I (I K )) ◦−→ I K by simultaneously contracting, say, the outer and inner
redexes. (But not I I K ◦−→ K as this would require consecutive steps; the initial term contains only a single redex.)
Multi-steps can be formalized in several ways, e.g. inductively, or via marking, or by means of developments, all of
which are explored by van Oostrom in [3]. Denoting a λP-calculus restricted to some set of patterns satisfying RPC
by λRPC , we have:
Theorem 6. λRPC is confluent.
Proof. The requirement that reducing an instance of a pattern should still be an instance of the same pattern entails
‘semantic orthogonality’:
First, RPC excludes patterns which are not linear; for instance, the instance λz.z(I K )(I K ) of the non-linear pattern
λz.zxx would reduce in one step to the non-instance λz.z I (I K ).
Second, although RPC does not enforce that patterns are non-overlapping, it does enforce that in such cases overlap
could have been avoided by choosing an alternative, non-overlapping, set of redexes having the same effect.
Using this, in [3, Section 4.1] a Tait–Martin-Lo¨f style proof (that is, a proof based on the inductive definition of
multi-step) is presented. In the subsequent Sections 4.2 and 4.3, proofs based on the alternative definitions of multi-
steps via marking and developments are presented. 
As a corollary we obtain consistency of λRPC and also its conservativity over the ordinary λ-calculus [3,
Corollary 4.22]: if two ordinary λ-terms are convertible in λRPC , then confluence entails they have a common→βp-
reduct, hence a common→β -reduct, since ordinary λ-terms are closed under β-pattern reduction.
The definition of RPC allows for patterns which are extensionally rigid, but not intensionally so. For instance,
Ωxy with Ω ≡ (λx .xx)(λx .xx) satisfies the RPC : Ω is rigid in the sense that it cannot be reduced to another term,
but it does reduce to itself. See [3, Examples 4.25 and 4.26] for analogous examples. A syntactic characterization
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of a set of patterns which cannot overlap redexes, thus excluding ‘syntactic accidents’ such as Ω , was given in [3,
Definition 4.23]:
Definition 5. The set RPC+ consists of all ordinary λ-terms which
– are linear, (free) variables occur at most once;
– are in normal form, they contain no β-pattern redex; and
– have no active variables, they have no subterms of the form xM with x free.
Since Ω is not in normal form, it does not belong to RPC+.
Theorem 7. The set RPC+ satisfies RPC, hence yields a confluent calculus.
Proof. Suppose a redex R overlaps P in Pσ . Then since any redex is of the shape (λQ.M)N , P must at least share
the application symbol at the head of R, so we may distinguish cases on the shape of its first argument (the ‘rator’) in
P .
– A bound variable or an application could not match R;
– A free variable would violate the no-active-variables condition;
– A pattern-abstraction would, by the restriction to ordinary λ-terms, be an ordinary λ-abstraction, violating that P
be in normal form. 
The restriction of RPC+ to ordinary λ-terms is needed to guarantee stability. For instance, the non-λ-term (λI.x)y
satisfies all three RPC+ conditions, but is not stable: it reduces to x after instantiating y to I .
Remark 5. Dropping the linearity constraint in Definition 5 yields a calculus which is UN. This can be proven as for
λC , now using that the conditional linearization yields a strongly non-overlapping higher-order rewriting system, and
these are confluent by the main result of Mano and Ogawa [21].
3.2. Translating constructor patterns
The patterns employed in Example 8 are easily seen to belong to RPC+. This suggests that all constructor
patterns of λC might be translatable to patterns satisfying RPC+. Indeed, the translation employed there can be
easily generalized as follows.
Consider an n-ary constructor C . Probably the simplest translation one can think of for the pattern C(x1, . . . , xn)
will be the term λ-term λz.zx1 . . . xn . From this term the argument xi can be retrieved by the deconstructor
Ei ≡ λz.zλx1 . . . xn .xi in the sense that we have
Eiλz.zx1 . . . xn → xi .
There may be more constructors of the same arity, that will need distinct translations, so we need alternatives for
the canonical solution just given. For example we can parametrize the canonical solution by building in an extra slot
that can be used as an index: λz.z0x1 . . . xn , λz.z1x1 . . . xn , etc., with 0, 1, . . . the Church numerals. The extractor
for xi is then Ei+1. The canonical translation of a constructor pattern is obtained by homomorphically extending the
translation of the constructors. The following statement then links the λC-calculus of the previous section with λRPC .
Theorem 8. The canonical translation ϕ(P) of a constructor pattern P in λC, is an ordinary λ-term satisfying
RPC+.
The theorem yields but one embedding of λC into λRPC , and of course many others exist. For instance, the translation
of first-order terms into λ-terms due to Bo¨hm and Berarducci [22] yields another one, which we also expect to satisfy
RPC+. It will be interesting to investigate the issue of the representation of constructor patterns within the pure λ-
calculus a bit more and to come up with characterizations of faithful translations, where we tentatively formulate the
following requirements on faithfulness.
1. The translation should be injective;
2. It should be possible to extract the arguments xi from the translation of C(x1, . . . , xn);
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3. The translation of a pattern should be determined homomorphically by the translations of the constructors it is built
from; and
4. The translations of patterns should satisfy the RPC+.
Remark 6. 1. A class of patterns satisfying RPC+ for which extractors exist can be constructed as the finitely
hereditary head normal forms (fhhnf’s). Here a fhhnf is inductively defined as either a variable or a term of the
form λx1 . . . xn .xi t1 . . . tm , with 1 ≤ i ≤ n and m ≥ 0 and t1, . . . , tm fhhnf’s.
2. A weaker notion of faithfulness would allow translating the constructor P(x, y) as λ-term Ωxy, which satisfies
RPC but not RPC+.
3. A consequence of the existence of extractors is that C(x1, . . . , xn) is not variable-permuting. That is, only for the
trivial permutation pi we have C(x1, . . . , xn) =β C(xpi(1), . . . , xpi(n))
Remark 7. Neither building in multiple patterns, analogous to the way this was done for λC in Section 2.3, nor
adjoining an ERROR rule, analogous to the way this was done for λC in Section 2.4, poses additional problems for
λRPC . Hence, we refrain from repeating the corresponding confluence results.
4. λ-calculi with patterns via CRSs
As mentioned before, results for pattern calculi such as confluence and uniqueness of normal forms, can be proved
in one of the standard ways. However, in this section we want to derive the same results from the fact that the λ-calculi
with patterns of the previous sections can all be seen as instances of Combinatory Reduction Systems (CRSs).
Recall the third rendering of the pattern-reduction scheme, for a pattern P with free variables x1, . . . , xk :
(λP(x1, . . . , xk).M(x1, . . . , xk))P(N1, . . . , Nk)→ M(N1, . . . , Nk).
This is already quite close to the format of a CRS-rule. To transform it into one, we only have to replace the
M, N1, . . . , Nk by metavariables Z , Z1, . . . , Zk of suitable arity. Then, using a unary symbol λ and a binary symbol
. (dot) written in infix notation, a CRS rendering of the pattern abstraction λP.M becomes: λ([x1] . . . [xk](P.M)),
which we abbreviate to λ[x1] . . . [xk]P.M .6 The above pattern-reduction rule can then directly be translated as a
CRS-rule:
(λ[x1] . . . [xk]P(x1, . . . , xk).Z(x1, . . . , xk))P(Z1, . . . , Zk)→ Z(Z1, . . . , Zk).
Note that we have this rule for every pattern P , so that what we get is actually a rule scheme.
Multiple patterns can be accommodated straightforwardly, resulting in the reduction scheme
(λ[x1] . . . [xk1 ]P1(x1, . . . , xk1).Z1(x1, . . . , xk1) |
... |
[x1] . . . [xkn ]P(x1, . . . , xkn ).Zn(x1, . . . , xkn ) )Pi (Z1, . . . , Zki )→ Z i (Z1, . . . , Zki )
where | is a binary infix, say right-associative, function symbol. For instance the EMPTY-function on lists of
Section 2.4 is rendered as follows.
EMPTY ≡ λNIL.true | [x][y]CONS(x, y).false
The ERROR-rule can be dealt with similarly.
Remark 8. A comparison can be made with the treatment by Jay and Kesner in [8,20]. The main novel feature of their
λ-calculus with patterns is the separation between binding of variables and pattern-matching. For instance, whereas
in λC , the variable x in the pattern S(x) automatically has binding effect in M in the term λS(x).M , this can (and
has to be) made explicit in their calculus by means of the so-called case construct, which for our example would
correspond to λ[x]S(x).M . However, in order to reflect the fact that the bound variables, here just x , play different
6 Of course, the rendering should be applied recursively to P and M .
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roˆles inside the pattern and the body in the congruence rules for their one-step reduction, we split the abstraction
[x] in λ[x]S(x).M into a name-abstraction [a] on the pattern and a term-abstraction [x] on the body, resulting in
λ[a]S(a).[x]M . Adapting our reduction rule scheme above accordingly yields, in the single-pattern case, the scheme
(λ[Ea]P(Ea).[Ex]Z(Ex))P( EZ) → Z( EZ). For example, the ordinary β-rule is rendered as (λ[a]a.[x]Z(x))Z ′ → Z(Z ′),
obtained from the scheme by setting the length of the vectors to 1 and instantiating P to a. For another example,
consider [x]([]x .x)x .x in the pure pattern calculus which reduces to [x](x .x) [20].7 The former translates to the
CRS term [a]([]a.[]a)a.[x]x . Instantiating P to a in the rule scheme yields, for vectors of length 0, the CRS rule
([]a.[]Z)a → Z . Applying this rule to [a]([]a.[]a)a.[x]x , by substituting a for Z , yields the CRS term [a]a.[x]x , i.e.
the translation of [x](x .x). We conjecture that the restrictions on the matching of so-called compounds in the pure
pattern calculus in [20] are such that they give rise to a set of instances of the above rule scheme which is orthogonal,
in the standard sense of CRSs (with names), entailing confluence of the pure pattern calculus.
The advantage of rendering pattern calculi as CRSs is that the latter have a relatively well-established meta-theory,
yielding many results in an immediate way. This is illustrated by the fact that the main theorems of this paper all
follow from the following statement.
Theorem 9. Let P be the CRS rendering of either λC, or of λRPC with patterns in RPC+.
1. If patterns are linear, then P is (weakly) orthogonal [11, Definition 11.6.17].
2. P is strongly non-overlapping, i.e. left-linear and non-overlapping after conditional linearization [21].
Proof. The various conditions on the patterns are in each case such that left-hand sides cannot overlap, or only in a
trivial way. 
By [11, Theorem 11.6.19, p. 647] and [21] respectively, confluence (CR) in the linear case, and uniqueness of normal
forms (UN) in the non-linear case, are obtained as corollaries to the theorem, as desired.
4.1. Extension with orthogonal TRSs
We have seen that the λC-calculus allows for the definition of anonymous HEAD and TAIL functions over lists.
But one may wonder whether this can be mixed with the introduction of non-anonymous functions? For instance, does
adjoining a function symbol ZIP and a rule
ZIP(CONS(x, y), z)→ CONS(x,ZIP(z, y))
to Example 3, preserve confluence? Proving this from first principles would be a rather intricate and laborious matter.
However noting that the λC-calculus and this rule are both orthogonal CRSs (OCRSs) and are orthogonal to each
other, we can directly appeal to the theorem that OCRSs are confluent. More generally, we have:
Theorem 10. The λC-calculus extended with an orthogonal constructor TRS is confluent.
Proof. That λC is an orthogonal CRS was shown above, and since any orthogonal TRS is an orthogonal CRS, to
apply the confluence theorem for orthogonal CRSs (Terese [11, Theorem 11.6.19, p. 647]), it remains to show that the
rules of λC and the TRS are orthogonal to each other.
On the one hand, the TRS rules do not overlap the β-pattern rule of λC , since the head of the left-hand side of the
latter is the application symbol, which does not belong to the first-order signature.
On the other hand, the β-pattern rule does not overlap the TRS rules, by the restriction that the latter be constructor
rules, meaning that the heads of the left-hand sides of the latter must be defined symbols, not constructors. 
Remark 9. The theorem can be generalized to weakly orthogonal (Terese [11, Theorem 11.6.31, p. 656]) or even
development-closed combinations (Terese [11, Theorem 11.6.41, p. 663]).
In a similar vein we may extend λRPC with first-order term rewriting, but since now the signatures are completely
disjoint, we may drop the requirement that the TRS is a constructor TRS.
7 We write a dot instead of their arrow, e.g. [x]([]x .x)x .x instead of [x]([]x → x)x → x .
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Theorem 11. λRPC extended with an orthogonal TRS is confluent.
This yields the right branch of the diagram in Fig. 1.
5. Further questions
In the preceding pages we have set up the basic theory of λ-calculus with patterns, both from the elementary
point of view of a minimal signature extension of the λ-calculus with some constructors and the ensuing notion of
pattern, as from the advanced point of view of higher-order rewriting via CRSs, and have argued that the latter point
of view yields a simple way to establish strong results. In between we have shown, following van Oostrom [3], how
the λ-calculus can be used directly to deal with patterns by an internal representation of constructors and patterns.
From here on one might extend this basic theory in several directions. From the point of view of high-level practical
applications much work has been done by Jay, Kesner, Cirstea and others, adding features of real programming
languages.
From the point of view of basic theory, that we have adopted in this paper, there is much to be investigated yet. We
sketch some directions we find attractive.
Strategies It would be interesting to try to generalize results on strategies for the λ-calculus, to λ-calculi with
patterns.
On the one hand, some results fail to generalize due to the addition of term rewriting features, a case in point
being the leftmost-outermost strategy which is normalizing for the λ-calculus, but not normalizing for λ-calculi with
patterns (cf. [3, Example 6.1]). More abstractly, λ-calculus is sequential, but λ-calculi with patterns may not be so
(using multiple patterns, parallel-or can be expressed).
On the other hand, since λ-calculi with patterns are (orthogonal) CRSs, as we have seen above, results which are
known to hold for all (orthogonal) CRSs such as the Standardization Theorem or normalization of the Knuth-Gross
strategy and the parallel-outermost strategy, immediately apply.
But many questions remain. To name a few:
1. How about a call-by-value version?
2. Or a weak (no reduction under an abstraction) version of λP-calculus?
Can such versions be treated by using Le´vy’s labels, cf. Blanc [23]?
3. How about infinitary λP-calculus, and Bo¨hm-tree semantics?
Do we have a genericity result?
Typing Peyton Jones [1] employed types and although adding typing to the setup of this paper has not been
investigated yet, it surely is an important topic. In some of the other frameworks typing and the related question
of strong normalization have been studied. We mention Barthe et al. [6], Jay [24], Wack [14], Honsell, Lenisa, and
Liquori [9].
Embedding into CRSsWe think it would be interesting to investigate the following methodological thesis:
λ-calculi with patterns are best modelled as higher-order rewriting systems. Intuitively, λ-calculus relates to higher-
order term rewriting systems (HRSs) as combinatory logic (CL) relates to first-order term rewriting systems (TRSs).
Indeed, λ-calculi and CL share the same syntactic sensitivity in that even slight variations, e.g. labelling some symbol
or adding a rule for addition, leads one outside these calculi, with the consequence that meta-theoretical results such as
confluence and termination have to be developed anew for each case. Therefore, meta-theoretical results are nowadays
being developed for all TRSs instead of just for CL. We would here like to stress the advantages of doing the same
for HRSs with respect to λ-calculi (with our without patterns). As a case in point, we expect that many, if not all,
Tait–Martin-Lo¨f-like confluence proofs for extensions of the λ-calculus in the literature can be treated by directly
embedding the calculus at hand into an orthogonal (conditional [25]) HRS, thus easily yielding confluence and other
results such as standardization and the construction of normalizing strategies. We hope to be able to substantiate this
for the various λ-calculi (with patterns) in the literature, extending the results in the present paper.
Remark 10. Although the λ-calculus with patterns of [7] is confluent and can be embedded into a higher-order
rewrite system, as remarked there, the resulting system is not orthogonal. This does not contradict our thesis since
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the confluence proof in [7] is not Tait–Martin-Lo¨f-like.8 In fact, this is no surprise since the calculus is a λ-calculus
with explicit matching, which has critical pairs,9 just as λ-calculi with explicit substitution do. We conjecture that
the explicit pattern matching calculus can be decomposed, analogous to the way explicit substitution calculi can
be decomposed, into an orthogonal set of ‘pattern-matching’ rules and a confluent and terminating set of ‘list-
manipulation’ rules which may be combined by means of the decreasing diagrams method to yield a confluent
calculus, much in the spirit of [26, Sect. 3.5.6].
Remark 11. The realization that the λP-calculus was ‘just’ a special case of a higher-order rewriting system and
that the RPC+ condition for the former amounted to orthogonality for the latter, had the effect that the author of [3]
switched attention from λP to higher-order rewriting. Since at the time it was not clear that the real interest was thus
in actually giving the embedding, the technical report remained unpublished.
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